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SUMMARY  
 
The University Programme for the education of Masters in Surveying and Planning has been 
reorganized. First of all the basic concept of Problem Based Learning at Aalborg University 
is still dominating the full curricula of the Danish Master Programme in Surveying and 
Planning. The five year Programme has been divided into a 3 year Bachelor-Programme and 
after this a 2 year Master-Programme. It has been done as a part of a governmental policy to 
adapt and fulfil the Bologna-charter in all University Curricula in Denmark. A new element 
in the Master Programme is a problem-based internship for students at the 9th semester, just 
before they in the 10th semester is finalizing the five year education by writing their Master-
Thesis. The internship gives the student the possibility to stay and work for a three month 
period in private surveying company, a public authority within land management ore another 
consulting agency ore company with a surveying ore land management profile. The 
internship is not focusing on practice training alone. The student has to prepare the internship 
by formulating a problem reflecting what they want to learn and how the can contribute to 
develop products, procedures ore procedures which can be used by the host for the internship 
to develop their capacity within surveying and land management issues. The internship 
student is hereby obligated to develop new knowledge and do innovation in practice. By 
doing this the student develop their understanding of professional work being done by the 
host for the internship. It is expected that the student will develop skills to make their thesis 
with a profile that will give still more useable end employable new knowledge. When the 
students are away from the campus, they follow a distance learning course in “Project 
economy and – leadership”. This course is organized as an e-Learning course and the student 
has to develop and document their skills to follow distance e-learning courses. It will prepare 
them to follow and organize self paced learning in virtual environment which will develop 
their capacity for life-long learning further. The idea behind this new element in the Master 
Programme is to strength the cooperation between university education and research on the 
one side and innovation and development in surveying planning industries and companies 
and related public authorities. The university is asked by the society to serve the community 
with still more new knowledge and technology transfer from the international research 
community. The internship and still more real world influenced problem based learning by 
writing thesis will be and important bridge builder in the following years. 
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